Acute kidney injury (AKI) promotes an abrupt loss of kidney function that results in substantial morbidity and mortality. Considerable effort has gone toward identification of diagnostic biomarkers and analysis of AKI-associated molecular events; however, most studies have adopted organ-wide approaches and have not elucidated the interplay among different cell types involved in AKI pathophysiology. To better characterize AKI-associated molecular and cellular events, we developed a mouse line that enables the identification of translational profiles in specific cell types. This strategy relies on CRE recombinase–dependent activation of an EGFP-tagged L10a ribosomal protein subunit, which allows translating ribosome affinity purification (TRAP) of mRNA populations in CRE-expressing cells. Combining this mouse line with cell type–specific CRE-driver lines, we identified distinct cellular responses in an ischemia reperfusion injury (IRI) model of AKI. Twenty-four hours following IRI, distinct translational signatures were identified in the nephron, kidney interstitial cell populations, vascular endothelium, and macrophages/monocytes. Furthermore, TRAP captured known IRI-associated markers, validating this approach. Biological function annotation, canonical pathway analysis, and in situ analysis of identified response genes provided insight into cell-specific injury signatures. Our study provides a deep, cell-based view of early injury-associated molecular events in AKI and documents a versatile, genetic tool to monitor cell-specific and temporal-specific biological processes in disease modeling.

Introduction
Acute kidney injury (AKI) is characterized by a sudden deterioration in renal function associated with high morbidity and mortality (1). From 5% to 7% of hospitalized patients are reported to experience AKI (2, 3); the estimated annual health care expenditures attributable to hospital-acquired AKI exceed $10 billion (4). Renal ischemia reperfusion injury (IRI) associated with renal transplantation, postcardiopulmonary bypass surgeries, and other major vascular surgeries is the leading cause of AKI; sepsis and nephrotoxic drug injury are other major contributory factors (5, 6). The physiological and cellular hallmarks of IRI are the loss of renal function, vasoconstriction, cell death within the renal tubular epithelium, and initiation of an inflammatory response. AKI is detected clinically by a rise in serum creatinine reflecting loss of glomerular filtration (7). Renal function can be recovered through an intratubular repair process (8), but even patients who make an apparently full recovery are at substantially increased risk of developing chronic kidney disease (CKD) (9).

To date, broad molecular characterization of AKI models has largely focused on transcriptional profiling of organ-wide signatures (10–15). Several promising biomarkers have emerged from these studies (16, 17). Analysis of temporal and spatial differences in their expression highlights the cellular complexity of the AKI response (ref. 18 and see Supplemental Figure 3; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI72126DS1), although the cellular diversity of the pathophysiological response and repair process has not been systematically addressed.

FACS using cell-specific markers is one approach to exploring specific cellular responses accompanying AKI; however, the need to dissociate the organ to single cells and the associated changes in gene activity confound the analysis of in vivo injury responses. Laser-capture microscopy on tissue sections enables local isolation of epithelial tissues but cannot distinguish among distinct cell types within nonepithelial populations or microepithelial networks such as nephron-associated vasculature.

Recently, translating ribosome affinity purification (TRAP) has been developed to identify cell type–specific changes in mRNA populations at the whole-organ level (19, 20). A driver for development of TRAP technology has been the need to obtain molecular signatures for adult neuronal types where recovery of intact cells is not possible through tissue dissociation and FACS. In TRAP, an EGFP-tagged form of the L10a ribosomal protein subunit (EGFP-L10a) is activated within a cell type of interest (19, 20). The profile of ribosome-bound mRNAs in the cell type is determined by affinity purification of ribosomes from a whole-organ lysate with anti-EGFP antibodies, followed by microarray profiling or sequencing of stripped mRNAs. The approach has an added advantage of focusing on the subset of mRNAs undergo-
ing translation and thereby those mRNAs actively contributing to the phenotype of the cell.

The neural TRAP studies have used large BACs carrying cell type–specific regulatory information to drive an EGFP-L10a expression cassette within neural cell types of interest (19, 20). Recently, reports in Drosophila, Xenopus laevis, and zebrafish emphasize the utility of the approach (21–23). To facilitate a more generic use of TRAP in the mouse where over 500 distinct CRE recombinase–producing mouse strains enable organ-wide, temporal, and spatial control of gene activity, we targeted EGFP-L10a in the ubiquitously active Rosa26 locus. Activation of the targeted EGFP-L10a cassette requires CRE-mediated removal of a transcriptional block. We combined this allele with different Cre strains to examine cell type–specific signatures in an IRI model of AKI.

Distinct TRAP signatures were generated across 4 distinct cellular compartments of the mouse kidney: the nephron, vascular endothelium, interstitial pericytes and fibroblasts, and macrophages and monocytes. The results demonstrate that Cre-loxP-TRAP is a robust and efficient methodology capable of recovering high-quality TRAP signatures in rare cell populations broadly dispersed within the kidney. The results predict cellular sources of discrete components of the injury response, furthering an understanding of ischemia-associated AKI. The strategy opens the door for a comprehensive analysis of kidney injury and kidney disease and lends itself to a systematic analysis of disease states in other organ systems.

Results

Generation of a conditional EGFP-L10a mouse line. To generate a mouse line that would enable broad, cell type–specific production of an EGFP-L10a fusion protein, we targeted a construct containing the CAGGS promoter driving EGFP-L10a, with a loxP-site flanked triple SV40 polyA cassette between promoter and EGFP-L10a cassette, into the ubiquitously active Rosa26 locus. The upstream polyA cassette is designed to block activity of the downstream EGFP-L10a cassette. CRE-dependent removal of this transcriptional block activates EGFP-L10a production within the CRE-producing cell and all of its descendants (Figure 1). Details of the cloning strategy and validation and characterization of the targeting event can be found in Supplemental Figure 1, A and B, and Methods. Mice carrying the conditional EGFP-L10a allele, hereafter referred to as L10a, were maintained in a homozygous state.

Tissue-specific expression of EGFP-L10a upon Cre activation. L10a mice were crossed to 4 Cre strains to activate EGFP-L10a expression in 4 predominantly nonoverlapping cellular compartments in the kidney. A Six2-Tet-GFP-Cre allele is active exclusively within nephron progenitors; consequently, historical labeling results in EGFP-L10a expression throughout the main body of the nephron (24). A Foxd1-GFP-Cre allele is active in the progenitors of many of the interstitial cell lineages, including those generating mesangial and nonglomerular pericytes (25). In addition, Foxd1 is normally expressed in podocytes. Cdh5-Cre is reported to be active throughout the vascular endothelium (26), and finally, Lyz2-Cre specifically labels cells of the myeloid lineage, notably monocytes, macrophages, granulocytes, and dendritic cells (27). Hereafter, mice carrying any Cre allele and the L10a allele are designated generically Cre-L10a. Six2-L10a, Foxd1-L10a, Cdh5-L10a, and Lyz2-L10a denote specifically mice that are compound heterozygotes for the indicated Cre driver and L10a.

As a first step in the analysis of these lines, we examined the cell type–specific expression of EGFP-L10a by coimmunostaining for GFP and cell type–specific markers on adult kidney sections (Figure 2). As expected, Six2-L10a kidneys showed broad labeling of the entire nephron, as evidenced by colabeling of Lotus tetragonolobus lectin–positive (LTL-positive) proximal tubules, UMOD-positive (where UMOD indicates the protein uromodulin encoded by the Umod gene) thick ascending limbs of the loop of Henle, and WT1-labeled podocytes. Foxd1-L10a kidneys displayed EGFP-L10a activity in PDGFRβ-positive interstitial cells throughout the cortex and the medulla, PDGFRβ-positive mesangial cells in the glomerulus, and WT1-positive podocytes. Unexpectedly, we also observed more extensive, sporadic, mosaic labeling of nephrons (Supplemental Figure 2, A and B). An independent analysis showed that this represented residual Foxd1 activity in Six2 nephron progenitors after the separation of nephron and interstitial progenitors from a common progenitor type (A. Kobayashi and A.P. McMahon, unpublished observations). Foxd1-L10a also labeled a minor subset of cells positive for the macrophage marker F4/80 (Supplemental Figure 2C). Cdh5-L10a kidneys showed GFP expression throughout the PECAM1-positive vascular endothelium, but also in a subset of F4/80-positive hematopoietic cell derivatives. Lyz2-L10a consistently and specifically colabeled F4/80-positive cells. Lyz2-L10a derivatives were exclusively seen in nonepithelial regions of the kidney, consistent with the actions of the Lyz2-myeloid arm of the hematopoietic lineage.

In summary, Six2-L10a, Foxd1-L10a, Cdh5-L10a, and Lyz2-L10a label different subgroups of cells in the kidney, consistent with the goal of identifying cell type–specific TRAP signatures. These results also predict some overlap in these signatures, in particular for podocytes and broader nephron structures shared in Six2-L10a and Foxd1-L10a populations and macrophages colabeled by Cdh5-L10a and Lyz2-L10a.

Cell-specific signatures from 4 kidney compartments through TRAP. To determine whether TRAP analysis reveals the predicted cell type–specific signatures for the Cre-L10a strains, TRAP RNA was prepared from kidneys of 6- to 12-week-old male mice from each line and analyzed by microarray profiling. TRAP RNA yields increased in proportion to cell labeling in each strain: 10 ng/kidney for nontransgenic C57BL6/J mice, 30 ng/kidney for Cdh5-L10a transgenic C57BL6/J mice, and 40 ng for Six2-L10a (Supplemental Table 1). We always recovered more TRAP RNA from L10a kidneys without CRE present compared with nontransgenic controls (approximately 3-fold), prompting a close examination of potential CRE-independent background activity of L10a. Indeed, weak EGFP transgene expression was observed in podocytes (Supplemental Figure 2D) and a subset of the aquaporin–2–positive (AQP2–positive) collecting duct epithelium (Supplemental Figure 2E), which likely reflects low-level, cell type–specific bypass of the triple SV40 polyA transcriptional stop cassette.

Following hybridization of each Cre-L10a TRAP RNA population to Affymetrix Mouse Gene 1.0 ST arrays, we performed a pairwise comparison of the normalized microarray gene expression values filtering out genes with low expression values (<500). Taking the cellular overlap between Six2-L10a and Foxd1-L10a, and Cdh5-L10a and Lyz2-L10a TRAP samples into account, we analyzed this enriched data set, comparing data from each Cre-L10a sample with those of the 2 other Cre-L10a TRAP samples.

In this way, we identified 1,545 genes most specific to the nephron (Six2-L10a vs. Lyz2-L10a and Cdh5-L10a); 555 genes that are most specific to interstitial cells (Foxd1-L10a vs. Lyz2-L10a and Cdh5-L10a); 384 genes that are most endothelial specific (Cdh5-L10a vs. Foxd1-L10a and Six2-L10a); and 907 genes that are the most
myeloid lineage specific (Lyz2-L10a vs. Six2-L10a and Foxd1-L10a). Data for 3 biological replicates for each TRAP RNA population are displayed in a heat map (Figure 3A). Both the predicted overlap and specific nonoverlapping signatures are evident in the heat map. In addition, we selected known markers of the major cellular types in each TRAP sample; Slc22a12, proximal tubule; Pdgfrb, interstitial cells; Flt1, vascular endothelium; Mpeg1, macrophage. We observed a strong enrichment for the expression of each gene in the expected Cre-L10a TRAP RNA sample (Figure 3B). We also observed a weaker signature for Slc22a12 in non–Six2-L10a RNA. Proximal tubule made up the majority of kidney mass and a small portion of a strongly expressed message such as Slc22a12 in proximal tubule appears to carry over in compartments with lower TRAP RNA yields (Figure 3B).

Gene Ontology (GO) biological process enrichment analysis for each of the compartment-specific gene signatures revealed a clear relationship to each of the major cell populations within each TRAP RNA sample: transport function for the nephron; cell adhesion for interstitial cells; vasculature for endothelial cells; and immune response for the macrophage-enriched myeloid population (Figure 3C). In conclusion, an accurate cell-specific mRNA signature was predicted through bioinformatics analysis of TRAP samples. The methodology is robust and reproducible, and the approach is expected to identify cell-specific TRAP RNA signatures accompanying kidney injury.

*Renal IRI*-responsive molecular signatures from TRAP analysis. To this end, we performed a 28-minute bilateral clamping of the renal pedicles of 6- to 12-week-old male Cre-L10a mice. As expected, serum creatinine levels were significantly elevated 24 hours after IRI, indicative of renal dysfunction in this AKI model (Supplemental Figure 3A). Kidneys from animals subjected to IRI but not sham surgery displayed typical signs of AKI: extensive renal tubular necrosis, sloughing of cells in the outer stripe of the outer medulla, the most sensitive area to the injury, and evidence of casts within tubules (Supplemental Figure 3B). RNA in situ hybridization analysis of Havcr1 (Kim-1) and Lcn2 (NGAL) expression, 2 well-characterized diagnostic markers of AKI, confirmed IRI-specific expression and highlighted the distinct cellular expression profiles for each gene (Supplemental Figure 3C). Importantly, no specific response was seen in sham-surgery controls, and the cellular pattern of Cre-L10a expression was not altered by IRI (Supplemental Figures 4 and 5).

Initially, we examined the correlation among biological replicates for no surgery and sham surgery to address the reproducibility among replicates and to rule out non-IRI–related responses to surgery. Supplemental Figure 6 highlights the correlation among biological replicates for a given Cre-L10a strain. Further, the similarity between no-surgery and sham-surgery populations indicates there is no significant impact of surgery itself on gene activity in the kidney. As predicted from the earlier reported overlap in the activity of Cre drivers, a higher correlation is observed between Six2-L10a and Foxd1-L10a, and Cdh5-L10a and Lyz2-L10a samples (Supplemental Figure 6).

Next, we applied principle component analysis (PCA), a mathematical method for finding patterns in high-dimensional data that is commonly used to highlight similarities and differences in gene expression for microarray data. PCA was applied to no-surgery, sham-surgery, and IRI TRAP profiles for all 4 Cre-L10a TRAP lines (Supplemental Figure 7). All biological replicates for a given Cre-L10a TRAP condition showed good clustering, indicative of a high degree of similarity. Further, clustering of no-surgery and sham-surgery controls was distinct from IRI experimental samples (Supplemental Figure 7). We also compared TRAP samples obtained from nontransgenic C57BL6/J kidneys, and kidneys from L10a mice in the absence of CRE activity. As expected from the cell-specific read-through, we observed a markedly different grouping between these data sets (Supplemental Figure 8). Further, comparison with total RNA profiling showed that the wild-type signature reflects background isolation of RNAs in the absence of a specific TRAP product representing mRNA abundance in the whole kidney. In contrast, the major unique TRAP signatures in L10a samples reflect read-through of EGFP-L10a in principle cells of the collecting duct epithelium (Aqp2+ and Aqp4+). In summary, these data highlight the sensitivity, reproducibility, and specificity of Cre-L10a models and the markedly distinct responses made by different cell populations on IRI.

To examine cell type–specific IRI responses more directly, we compared TRAP profiling between sham-surgery and IRI samples for the 4 Cre-L10a lines generating 4 differentially expressed (DE)
Interestingly, around 20% of DE genes are shared among different Cre-L10a where there is no Cre overlap, which likely reflects common cellular responses to IRI among the different cell populations in the kidney that relate to cell survival, cell growth, and cell proliferation (Supplemental Table 2 and Supplemental Figure 9).

To better distinguish unique and shared TRAP signatures, a comprehensive heat map was generated from the merged set of 3,180 DE genes among the 4 Cre-L10a TRAP data sets compared with total RNA isolates from L10ahet (the littermate control for Cre-L10a) kidneys (Figure 4A). All TRAP samples showed a significant enrichment in expression values when compared with total RNA. Further, values correlate with the fractional representation of cell types within the kidney. Whereas the strongest responses gene lists with a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.05, a log2 IRI/sham ratio of greater than 1 or less than −1, and a probe intensity value of greater than 500. DE genes meeting these criteria in each Cre population and the overlap between any 2 of these populations are tabulated in Supplemental Table 2. Ingenuity biological function comparison showed that among the most downregulated genes in the Six2-L10a and Foxd1-L10a IRI DE sets were genes associated with renal tubule activity: amino acid metabolism, small molecule biochemistry, lipid metabolism, and energy production categories, consistent with the overlap in cell labeling and the inhibition of renal tubule function in IRI. Similarly, Lyz2-L10a, but also Cdh5-L10a, showed a significant coenrichment for the upregulation of inflammatory response and immune cell trafficking genes, reflecting an overlap in L10a TRAP within the myeloid lineage (Supplemental Figure 9). Interestingly, around 20% of DE genes are shared among different Cre-L10a where there is no Cre overlap, which likely reflects common cellular responses to IRI among the different cell populations in the kidney that relate to cell survival, cell growth, and cell proliferation (Supplemental Table 2 and Supplemental Figure 9).

Figure 2
Double immunofluorescence analysis with GFP and cell type–specific markers in untreated kidneys of 4 different Cre-L10a and L10a mice. (A–G) Representative images of GFP immunostaining (green) combined with cell type–specific antibodies (red): (B) LTL for proximal tubules, (C and G) PDGFRβ for interstitial cells (C) and mesangial cells (G), (D) F4/80 for macrophages, (E) WT1 for podocytes, and (F) PECAM1 for endothelial cells. Nuclei are stained with Hoechst (blue) in all images. Scale bars: 500 μm (A), 100 μm (B), 50 μm (C–G).
observed in total RNA samples correlate with Six2-L10a expression, likely reflecting the large fraction of kidney mass represented by components of the nephron, many significantly enriched TRAP RNAs were uncovered from Lyz2-L10a kidneys where the target is a rare macrophage/monocyte contribution. The DE genes uniquely identified in TRAP samples are represented in Figure 4B. Strikingly, 88.2% of genes downregulated in the Cdh5-L10a population following IRI were exclusively identified in TRAP samples.

Independent hierarchical clustering was performed on gene sets that were up- or downregulated on IRI relative to those of sham-surgery controls (Figure 5A). This analysis highlights the cell-specific IRI responses. Interestingly, whereas most analyses of IRI-induced AKI have focused on the nephron, the largest sets of unique responses were observed in the vascular endothelium (Cdh5-L10a) and interstitial/pericyte cell populations (Foord1-L10a), highlighting the complexity of the cellular responses and the unique insights into these events that are enabled by the TRAP approach.

GO analysis identified the top enrichment of cell-specific IRI responsive biological functions in the different cellular compartments utilizing an approach that also predicts increased or decreased activity of a highlighted biological function (Figure 5B and data not shown). Twenty-four hours after IRI, molecular transport function was predicted to be decreased in nephrons (Six2-L10a) as expected. Necrosis and apoptosis functions were also predicted to be elevated on IRI, though the analysis suggests pathway actions at 24 hours were mobilized to decrease these outcomes and to activate cell survival and cytoskeletal organization. Together, these data are consistent with damaged nephrons activating systems to block further damage and initiate repair. Analysis of the interstitial/pericyte cell compartment (Foxd1-L10a) predicts an activation of cell invasion and vasculogenesis. In myeloid lineage responses (Lyz2-L10a), the activation of cell movement, phagocytosis, and chemotaxis were consistent with the expected interplay of macrophages, monocytes, and neutrophils on IRI. Further, the recruitment of macrophages and monocytes suggested by enhanced vascular endothelial signatures (Cdh5-L10a) points to a key role for the vasculature in regulating these populations (Figure 5B).

To examine predicted pathway activity, Ingenuity Canonical Pathway analysis was performed on the 4 Cre-L10a DE gene lists (Figure 6). Several pathways related to decreased function of amino acids, lipid metabolism, and energy were observed in the shared Six2-L10a and Foxd1-L10a nephron signatures. Both Foxd1-L10a and Lyz2-L10a...
analysis predicted an LPS/IL-1–mediated inhibition of retinoic X receptor (RXR) function, while PPAR signaling was mostly enriched in Lyz2-L10a: RAR and PPAR signaling have been linked to inflammation and fibrosis in CKD (28). “Hepatic fibrosis/hepatic stellate cell” pathway terms markedly enriched in the Lyz2-L10a signature suggest shared actions of these cell types in different organ damage models. Interestingly, TRAP identifies the activation of ERK5 signaling, a key pathway that regulates tumor cell invasion and proliferation, in the Lyz2-derived cellular compartment (Figure 6). The most striking IRI feature identified from TRAP is the group of pathways specifically enriched in the Cdh5-L10a vascular endothelium, which includes CXCR4 signaling, endothelin-1 signaling, thrombospondin signaling, and JAK/STAT signaling, emphasizing actions by kidney vasculature in response to IRI that cannot be readily recovered from microarray-based analysis of total kidney RNA samples.

**Validation of cell type–specific responses to IRI treatment by RNA in situ hybridization.** To confirm cell-specific predictions by visualizing the endogenous responses, we performed RNA in situ hybridization on histological sections prepared from L10ahet mice after sham or IRI compared with sham treatment. Genes with a probe intensity of more than 500 and log2 fold change of more than 1 or less than –1 were included. Total RNA microarray data from mice heterozygous for the L10a allele (L10a<sup>het</sup>) are displayed for comparison. Color scale indicates relative gene expression value. (B) Comparison of the number of DE genes identified from TRAP RNA versus total RNA microarray. The percentage of genes that showed significant changes in TRAP RNA, but not in total RNA samples, are listed.

As colabeling attempts with interstitial cell–specific PDGFRβ antibody failed due to high autofluorescence of extravasated red blood cells trapped in the interstitial compartment, we performed RNA in situ hybridization for Timp1 and Pdgfrb on consecutive sections of both sham-operated and IRI-treated kidneys. Comparison of their expression patterns demonstrated Timp1 induction in Pdgfrb-positive interstitial cells after ischemic injury (Figure 8B).

**Inhbb** (Inhibin β E) encodes the β-chain of inhibin B homodimers or activin BB and activin AB heterodimers. Inhbb was activated broadly in peritubular cells, as shown by RNA in situ hybridization (Figure 7). Foxf1a (Forkhead box F1) encodes a transcriptional regulator, and target of the Hedgehog signaling pathway, which is activated in a CKD injury model (31). Hedgehog pathway regulation and Foxf1a activity have been linked to de novo vasculogenesis in development (32). Coexpression analysis with the vascular marker PECAM1 confirmed vascular-specific expression of both genes (Figure 9A). Thus, though Inhbb and Foxf1a expression is markedly elevated within vasculature on IRI, the 2 genes show a quite different cellular response where Foxf1a activation is confined to a few cells in the renal cortex (Figure 7).

The 2 Lyz2-L10a candidates, proplatelet basic protein (Ppbp), also known as Cxcl7) and max dimerization protein 1 (Mxd1), which encode a chemokine and an inhibitory component in a dimeric transcriptional complex antagonizing cMyc action (33), respectively, were both activated in cells predominantly localized to the medullary interstitial compartment (Figure 7). RNA in situ staining for Ppbp on consecutive sections revealed upregulation in LY-6G–labeled neutrophils after IRI treatment, while no overlap was detected with the macrophage-specific F4/80 antibody (Figure 9B). We were unable to obtain a distinct cellular confirmation for Mxd1 because of background issues in the immunostaining protocol, but we note that previous studies have reported induction of Mxd1 expression during myeloid differentiation (34, 35).
In summary, these experiments corroborate the predictions from the TRAP analysis and, in addition, confirm cell-type specificity for at least 1 of the candidates identified from each of the 4 target populations.

Discussion
This study reports what we believe to be a novel Cre/loxP mouse strain, Rosa26-EGFP-L10a, which enables cell type–specific translational profiling in potentially any cell type in any organ system in the mouse. To illustrate the utility of the system and the power of the approach for identifying cell type–specific translational signatures, we focused on generating new insights in an IRI model of AKI. Several observations support the view that the system provides a robust, reproducible, and sensitive platform for studying cell-specific responses in kidney injury.

First, we recovered expected cell type features through bioinformatics analysis of distinct TRAP populations based on the documented cellular distribution of the CRE-activated EGFP-L10a component. Second, within any TRAP population, biological replicates grouped more closely with each other than with any other population in a PCA. Third, IRI led to a markedly different profile for each Cre-L10a population, and analyses of these cellular signatures showed strong association with known or predicted features of the regulatory responses within different cell populations. Fourth, we confirmed cell-specific expression of a number of highly cell type–specific gene predictions through RNA in situ hybridization. Fifth, we observed a strong association of our strongest “hits” with combined studies of shared AKI response genes in whole-kidney data sets based on IRI, sepsis, and nephrotoxic injury insults. Of a group of 62 genes that showed 2 or more indications among 7 published studies (11), 79% (49 genes) show a 2-fold or greater difference in the Cre-L10a TRAP data sets. This provides an independent validation of relevance of our data around the subset of genes that displays the largest expression changes detectable in total kidney analysis. Finally and most importantly, we demonstrate that even rare cellular responses, such as those in the Lyz2-L10a compartment that we estimate as less than 0.5% of the cellular content of the kidney, are captured in the TRAP approach.

Our comprehensive TRAP data sets provide a resource for investigating AKI, for comparison between AKI and other kidney disease models, such as chronic kidney injury where AKI is a significant risk factor for CKD in later life, and for comparison of IRI in other organ systems where data indicate shared, as well as organ-specific, responses to the original insult.

As demonstrated herein, biological function and pathway analysis give new insights into distinct cellular responses occurring within the damaged kidney that argue persuasively for a more comprehensive analysis of these cellular events for a better understanding of damage, repair, and disease susceptibility following AKI.

The cell types most vulnerable to IRI in the mouse kidney are cells of the S3 segment of the proximal tubule contained within the Six2-L10a population. By 24 hours after IRI, bioinformatics analysis suggests that strong antiapoptotic and antinecrotic pathway activity, cell movement, junction formation, and cell proliferation are at play, consistent with retaining viability of cells that remain within the renal tubule, maintaining a patent epithelial
tubular network, and cell division to repair the nephron, which is thought to be largely driven through division of remaining renal tubule cells after the initial wave of cell death (8). We also see a marked downregulation of many genes that are a normal component of the essential physiology of tubular epithelial cells. This may reflect an essential change in cell properties that accompanies the first steps in repair of nephron function.

We also observe specific responses within other cell populations that may shed light on the complex pathophysiology following IRI. The endothelium, a relatively neglected component of these processes, shows a dramatic change in TRAP profile. Among the genes whose translation is markedly activated are cytokines (Ccl2, Edn1) and chemokines (Cxcl2) associated with activation, invasion, and expansion of myeloid cell types (macrophages, monocytes, and neutrophils). Importantly, TRAP faithfully captured the well-known endothelial responses to hypoxia associated with maintenance of vascular integrity (angiopoietin 2 [Ang2]) (36, 37) and regulation of trafficking of inflammatory cells in and out of the hypoxic tissue microenvironment (chemokine receptor 4 [Cxcr4] (38–40) and intercellular adhesion molecule-1 [Icam-1]) (41–43). A preliminary analysis of 2 TRAP targets that were markedly enriched within endothelial cells hints at the spatial diversity of endothelial response.

Consistent with the activation of myeloid lineages, we see evidence of receptor (chemokine [C-C] motif receptor 7 [Ccr1], G protein–coupled receptor; cannabinoid receptor 2 (macrophage) [Cnr2]; colony-stimulating 3 receptor (granulocyte) [Csf3r]; chemokine [C-C] motif receptor 7 [Cxc2]; formyl peptide receptor 1 [Fpr1]) and pathway activation (IL-10 signaling) specifically within the Lyz2-L10a population, and their associated cellular actions and activities, such as phagocytosis and movement. We also see evidence for the production of signaling factors (oncostatin M [Osm], cytokine, growth factor [Tgfb3]) and for a parallel signaling response in renal epithelium supporting a direct role of macrophages in renal repair.

Vascular endothelial damage and an associated fibrotic response are linked to CKD (44). One early response of the renal endothelium to IRI is characterized by the upregulation of adhesion molecules promoting endothelial-leukocyte interactions: upregulation of Icam1, and Sele (E-selectin) was unique to Cdh5-derived TRAP data sets. Foxd1-derived interstitial populations also showed upregulation of genes associated with cell-cell adhesion and tissue repair following IRI. Integrin α 5 (Itga5) is reported to have beneficial effects in nerve injury (45) and bone repair (46). RNA in situ hybridization shows marked upregulation within the interstitium (data not shown), suggesting that cell adhesion-based repair process utilizing Itga5 may also be triggered on AKI.

As further evidence of the strength of these data sets, we observe corroborative data supporting recent insights into expanding signaling functions for important vascular regulatory factors. Fhl1 encodes a VEGF receptor, classically linked to control of vascular endothelium. We observed the expected Fhl1 TRAP signature enriched within the Cdh5-L10a TRAP, but also a marked signature specific to Foxd1-L10a TRAP: interstitial fibroblasts and pericytes.

Figure 6
Canonical pathway analysis. Unique and shared canonical pathways overrepresented within the 4 different Cre-L10a populations. Comparison of Ingenuity Canonical Pathway analysis was done using DE gene lists (IRI vs. sham) identified from the different Cre-L10a populations.
Figure 7
Visualization of expression patterns of cell type–specific IRI-responsive genes by RNA in situ hybridization. (A) Histograms of microarray probe intensities (mean + SEM) of cell type–specific IRI-responsive genes across 4 different Cre-L10a populations and (B) their respective expression patterns in sham-operated and IRI kidneys visualized by RNA in situ hybridization. Scale bars: 200 μm (left and middle columns); ingenuity canonical pathway 50 μm (right column).

Recent evidence demonstrates Flt1 expression in pericytes. Further, functional studies highlight the critical role for Flt1 in pericyte biology (47). Capillary rarefaction and pericytes contributes to renal fibrosis postischemic AK (48, 49). Treatment with VEGF-121 was found to ameliorate capillary rarefaction and fibrosis after ischemic injury (50). These intriguing observations provide a foundation for further hypothesis-driven, mechanistic-based studies to investigate the yet-unexplored role of Flt1 in the acute and chronic pathophysiology of ischemic AKI.

Our study also highlights a role for activation of ERK5 signaling in the Lyz2-derived cellular compartment in vivo from target pathway prediction. ERK5 action underlies the CSF-1–induced proliferation of macrophages in vitro and is emerging as a key regulator of tumor cell invasion and migration (51–53). Interestingly, Csf1 is substantially elevated in the Foxd1- and Lyz2-derived cellular compartments in our study, consistent with a role for ERK5 regulation of proliferation, migration, and invasion of Lyz2-derived cells in the setting of ischemic AKI.

The system we describe offers advantages and some inherent disadvantages, depending on the experimental goal, over BAC-mediated transgenic approaches for TRAP.

First, the system leverages the increasing bank of Cre-driver mice, enabling the researcher to combine any cell type–specific Cre driver with a single, well-characterized EGFP-L10a–producing strain. This negates the requirement to generate a distinct BAC-EGFP-L10a strain where a Cre line exists for a cell population of interest. However, as is evident here, there can be expected or unexpected activities of Cre strains, and the historical nature of CRE action at an earlier time point can complicate analysis. The use of temporal labeling with the rapidly expanding resource of...
tumoxifen-inducible Cre-ER and Cre-ERT2 strains can overcome some of these issues. Importantly, with knowledge of potential overlap, bioinformatics approaches can be tailored to the analysis as we have demonstrated in this study. Second, the use of a single EGFP-L10a line will facilitate comparative studies across and within organ systems where each individual BAC insertion may have features of expression level or spatial activity. In this regard, though mice producing EGFP-L10a from the R26 locus-inserted CAGGS-EGFP-L10a cassette in all cells are born at a normal Mendelian ratio and are superficially indistinguishable from littermates, they fail to thrive postnatally, suggesting a negative effect of transgene activity in some postnatal cell types.

Independent of the regulatory system that drives EGFP-L10a activity, the approach obviates the need for tissue dissociation and FACS profiling to obtain gene expression signatures from distinct cell populations within an organ: a critical consideration where dissociation of living intact cells is not possible (as in many neurons with the adult nervous system) or where cell dissociation and FACS triggers damage responses that may obscure an in vivo damage-repair response as in our study. Importantly, TRAP isolates mRNAs in active translation, so the overall approach gives the best insight into ongoing protein synthesis in contrast to general isolation of cellular RNA. However, the approach is restricted to the mRNA component of transcribed genome.

In summary, we have documented and validated a general, widely applicable system for exploring TRAP-directed mRNA profiles in any cellular or temporal context, and in any tissue type, depending on a complementary CRE strain. We have confirmed and extended studies largely based on whole-organ analysis. The available data provide a rich source of information that enhances our understanding of the cellular roles and cellular mechanisms of AKI. An extension of this approach to earlier and later stages will provide a comprehensive, cellular insight into damage and repair phases in AKI and the development of cell type–specific indicators of damage, repair, and postrepair disease susceptibility.

Methods

Mice. The Rosa26-EGFP-L10a allele was generated using recombination-mediated cassette exchange in F1 (C57BL6/J;129/Sv) ES cells similar to an earlier approach in the laboratory (54). Briefly, a parental ES clone (#436B3) was generated by targeting F1 cells with a Rosa26 targeting vector containing an F3- and FRT-flanked ATG-F3-Puro-pA cassette followed by a PGK promoter driving expression of FLPo recombinase. The exchange vector contained a neomycin resistance gene (Neo) that lacks the ATG translation start codon, followed by a CAGGS promoter, a loxp-flanked triple SV40 polyA signal, and the EGFP-L10a cassette. Three copies of the 400-bp core region of chicken β-globin insulator (55) were inserted upstream of the CAGGS promoter to block local influences on the promoter activity. Successful recombination resulted in insertion of a single copy of the CAGGS-loxp-3xpA-loxp-PKG-EGFP-L10a-pA cassette and allowed for Neo expression from the endogenous Rosa26 promoter. Correct targeting was confirmed by long-range PCR. CRE-dependent expression of EGFP-L10a was examined by GFP immunostaining. We used 4 cell type–specific Cre lines to drive EGFP-L10a expression in the main renal tubule component of the nephron (Six2-derived) (Mahon lab) (56); interstitial mesenchyme, mesangial cells, pericytes and juxtaglomerular apparatus (JGA) (Foxd1-derived) (McMahon lab) (57); vascular endothelium (Cdbs/Pecam/VE-cad-derived) (JAX) (58), and macrophages (Lyz2-derived) (JAX) (59).

IRI. An established model of warm IRI was used to induce ischemic acute renal failure (60, 61). Briefly, 6- to 12-week-old male mice were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of a ketamine/xylazine mix (105 mg ketamine/kg; 10 mg xylazine/kg). The body temperature was maintained at 37°C throughout the procedure. Kidneys were exposed through flank incisions, and both renal pedicles were clamped for 28 minutes using nontraumatic microaneurysm clips (Roboz Surgical Instrument Co.). Restoration of blood flow was monitored before closing the wound. Kidneys were harvested at 2, 6, and 12 hours after IRI, and some kidneys were fixed for IHC analysis. Kidneys were removed 24 hours after surgery. Briefly, mice were anesthetized, perfused with ice-cold PBS, and kidneys removed; these were minced rapidly on ice, then added to ice-cold polysome extraction buffer for homogenization (4 ml per kidney). Monoclonal anti-GFP antibodies (Monoclonal Antibody Core Facility, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, New York, USA) were coupled to Dynabeads and added to a postmitochondrial preparation of kidney extract at a ratio of 200 μl of freshly bound beads to 800 to 1,200 μl of kidney superna-
Serum creatinine analysis. Serum creatinine levels were measured at the Washington University George M. O’Brien Center for Kidney Disease Research (St. Louis, Missouri, USA) using an automated blood analyzer (Cobas Mira Plus; Roche).

Histology. Kidneys were perfused with ice-cold PBS and embedded in paraffin after overnight fixation in 4% paraformaldehyde at 4°C. Sections were cut at 5 μm and stained with H&E.

Immunofluorescence. Immunofluorescent analysis was performed on 8- to 10-μm frozen sections. Sections were incubated overnight at 4°C with primary antibodies against GFP (GFP-1020; Aves Labs), LTL (FL-1321; Vector Labs), UMOD (BT-590; Biomedical Technologies Inc.), AQP2 (sc-28629; Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc.), WT1 (sc-192; Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc.), NPHS2 (ab50339; Abcam), PDGFRβ (14-1402; eBiosciences), PECAM1 (553370; BD Biosciences — Pharmingen), and F4/80 (14-4801; eBiosciences), and detected with species-specific secondary antibodies coupled to Alexa Fluor 555 (Invitrogen) or DyLight 649 (Jackson ImmunoResearch) for 2 hours at room temperature. All sections were stained with Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen) prior to mounting with Immumount (Fisher Scientific). Fluorescent images were acquired on a Zeiss LSM700 or LSM710 inverted confocal microscope.
Immunohistochemistry. Immunohistochemical staining was performed on 5-μm-thick paraffin sections either after dewaxing, rehydration, pro tease K–mediated antigen retrieval (10 μg/ml, 5 minutes), and quenching of peroxidase activity (3% H2O2, 5 minutes), or following section in situ hybridization according to a protocol available online (Little Group Protocols, GUDMAP; www.gudmap.org). Briefly, after blocking, the sections were incubated overnight at 4°C with primary antibody and then for 1 hour at room temperature. Primary antibodies used were LTL (FL-1321; Vector Labs), PECAM1 (BD Biosciences — Pharmingen, 553370), F4/80 (14–4801; eBiosciences), and Ly-6G (550291; BD Biosciences — Pharmingen). The next day, sections were incubated with a species-specific, biotinylated secondary antibody prior to application of VECTASTAIN ABC reagent (Vector Laboratories) for 30 minutes at room temperature. Binding of anti bodies was visualized with ImmPACT DAB peroxidase substrate solution (Vector Laboratories). Sections were postfixed in 4% paraformaldehyde prior to mounting with Immu-Mount (Fisher Scientific) and imaged on a Nikon Eclipse 90i.

RNA section in situ hybridization. Kidneys were perfused with icecold PBS and embedded in paraffin after overnight fixation in 4% paraformaldehyde at 4°C. Paraffin blocks were sectioned at a thickness of 5 μm and in situ hybridization was performed using digoxigeninlabeled (DIG-labeled) antisense riboprobes according to a previously published protocol that had been adapted for manual processing (62). Briefly, following dewaxing and rehydration, sections were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, permeabilized with proteinase K (10 μg/ml) for 20 minutes, postfixed, and acetylated (0.375% acetic anhydride). Sections were hybridized overnight at 68°C with 0.5 μg/ml of riboprobe in hybridization buffer (50% formamide, 5x SSC, 1% SDS, 50 μg/ml yeast tRNA, 50 μg/ml heparin). After the first posthybridization wash, sections were treated with 2 μg/ml RNase for 15 minutes at 37°C. Following incubation with anti–DIG-AP antibody (1:4,000, 11093274910; Roche) at 4°C overnight, chromogenic substrate (BM Purple; Roche) was used to visualize signals. Once a sufficient staining intensity was reached, sections were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and mounted with Glycergel (Dako).

Sections were imaged on a Zeiss AxioImager Z2 or a Nikon Eclipse 90i. Hybridization for each of the selected genes was repeated a minimum of 5 times, and all replicates gave similar staining results. No staining was observed in no-probe and no-antibody control experiments (Supplemen
tal Figure 10 and data not shown).

Statistics. Values are represented as mean ± SEM or ± SEM. The signifi cance of difference among groups was examined using ANOVA. A P value of less than 0.05 was considered significant.

Study approval. All surgical procedures, and all mouse handling and hus bandry were performed according to guidelines issued by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees (IACUC) at Harvard University and at the University of Southern California, and were performed after approval from each institution’s IACUC committee.
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